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The luminosity caused by the action of Tesla currents indi-
cates that the ring of the respective substance exists in Dewar's
condition; the stronger the luminosity the more pronounced the
latter must be.
The one para-bond in Dewar's ring is unstable, and is char-
acterized by the fact that it can easily be broken down, by	| jj
oxidizers; it thus differs from the three para-bonds of the two	;yj
other f ormute.	I1. *
4. In the aliphatic series Tesla currents are absorbed and	Kj
•converted into light by the vapors of aldehydes and ketones;	|.|j
the carbonyl group is the sole carrier of the luminosity.    The	\ l\
latter disappears with derivatives of aldehydes and ketones	J^i,
which do not have the carbonyl group.   The luminosity de-	i;<i
creases: Firstly, with increasing number of carbon atoms (intro-	f-'1
cluction of methyl groups);   secondly, with the entrance of a	jj ij
•earboxethyl group; and thirdly, especially in the presence of	f;||
a phenyl residue (benzaldehyde, acetophenone, etc., show no	^!!!
luminous effects).   Ring ketones without a double bond be-	If;,
tween carbon atoms can be luminous; such with double bonds
cannot.
Kaufmann explains the luminosity of aldehydes and ketones
by the supposition that the carbonyl group, the carrier of the
luminous effects in those substances" can occur in various states
•or conditions, like the benzene nucleus. Only such bodies
which have the atoms of the carbonyl group loosely bound
&nd in a reactive state can show luminosity. Reactability
and luminosity run parallel. The latter is, hence, present in
.aldehydes and ketones, but not in acids, acid anhydrides, esters,
and amides, all of which contain the same group but in a con-
dition of extremely trifling reactability; or, we can say, the
.atoms of this group are firmly bound.	I
The luminosity of vapors under the influence of Tesla oscilla-	|J
tions is undoubtedly closely related to the constitution of the
substances. It also seems true that a continuous transition
from the non-luminous to the luminous vapors takes place, so that
only quantitative, but no substantial, differences exist between

